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"Hey Patrice ~ I LOVE this story idea! You have my complete blessing."

Hugh Howey, WOOL

Karma lives in the Silo, deep underground. She lives with a man whom she barely knows and with a name she doesn’t

remember choosing. When visions come to her about another husband, another way of life, and another world,

Karma struggles to discover what came before. 

Outside, there is only the swirl of toxic clouds and an endless darkness broken by the rare glimpse of a faded sun or a

dim star. 

Slowly, Karma learns where the real power is, and how to survive in this hellish concrete cylinder. Birth, death, love,

murder, uprisings and cleanings come and go over the years, but still she carries on. 

Beaten but unbowed, Karma vows to preserve her memories of life above for those who will never breathe the open

air.

This is a full-length novel based on Hugh Howey's WOOL books, and is a compilation of all five of the best-selling

ebooks in the Karma series. 

Praise for Patrice Fitzgerald and the Karma series:
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Fitzgerald has an eye for nuance, deftly striking chords that will resonate with readers for days. ~ Jason Gurley,

bestselling author of ELEANOR

The author does a fantastic job of retaining the atmosphere and claustrophobia of life underground and the
characters are carefully constructed, exploring not only the effects of Silo life on the family dynamic, but the often
complex relationships between the different Silo classes through the eyes of Karma and her family as she realises
who she really is and has to decide whether to remain subdued and forget her past life, or choose a different path
than the one chosen for her and challenge the status quo.
~ Eamon Ambrose, "Eamo the Geek" 

Patrice is a sci-fi, political thriller, and mystery writer who had a past as an intellectual property attorney. She also

runs a niche indie publishing company and is a professional mezzo-soprano in her spare time. After traveling around

the world with her husband in 2017, she is contemplating where to settle next.
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